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Fall ing in Silence – Rising in Love 

  
  

OSHO INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN'S LIBERATION 
  

presents 
  

CELEBRATING THE NEW WOMAN: BEYOND THE GODDESS 
  

  
A GORGEOUS GODDESS GATHERING 

  
A 21 DAYS MEDITATION - HEALING- CELEBRATION AND CHILL IN RETREAT 

with ambu 
  

3 consecutive healing courses and training for women only to learn how to move 
beyond being a woman into the celebration of being a new women according to 

Osho’s vision and ultimately just into being. 
You will learn how to create a woman’s spiraling circle for healing, meditation and 

celebration, 
A woman’s circle is a sacred and playful space where women can empower each other 

to flower in their uniqueness and encourage the birth of the new women. 
You will also learn how to offer a women to women open session related specifically to 
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women’s issues.We support you to bring forwards your feminine gifts and create your 
own unique way of guiding a woman’s workplay (workshop) 

Module 1- THE RETURN OF THE GODDESS  
      

7 DAYS - 1 to 7 July/18 
Course Fee - Euro 777*   
  

The time for love is in our hands, let’s celebrate now: 
 
 

The Return of the Goddess is a journey from attachment to love. 
  

Would you like to: 
-love and be loved? 

-receive and surrender? 
-love and be free? 

Are you ready to feel, understand and let-go of “The need to be needed?” 
  
We invite you to be part of our School of Goddesses taking a journey back to yourself 
come to -dissolve the imprints of the past -discover your inner source of energy -
dissolve in your essence: orgasmic, creative, mystique. -awaken your potentials -
contribute to the creation of a more conscious era -and “just” honor what you already 
are: a loving, powerful, fun goddess a unique, simple wonderful flower… 
  

A 7 days retreat includes: 
woman-moon: receptivity-love 

woman-sun: creativity-meditation 
woman-ocean: integration-light 

woman- seed: Wisdom- Gratitude- Let go 
 
 

Woman – Moon : Receptivity – Love 
  
An opportunity to re-discover the female energy, in its most complete an conscious 
expression. 
A space where woman come together to feel, heal and understand the psychological 
energetic and collective wounds of the conditioned unconscious female mind. 
Healing the space of receptivity. Rediscovering the female essence. Relaxing in the 
beauty of being a woman and using this gift to rise in love. 
“Love has made people fall and love has made people rise high. It all depends on what 
you have done with love.” 
                                                                                                                                 Osho 
“The woman attains to meditation through love. She has known meditation through 
love. She is saturated with love. For her the name for meditation is love, prayer.”  
                                                                                                                                  Osho 
  
Woman – Sun : Creativity – Meditation 
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Moving according to Osho’s vision for a new women's liberation we invite you to look 
deeper into the unconscious female mind of the “need to be needed “. 
We can enter consciously and with courage into the space of loneliness by daring to 
feel the wounds of abandonment and facing the fear of death we may come out of the 
tunnel into the light, dignity, strength and freedom of aloneness. 
A great energy is released then into an explosion of creativity, independence, 
resolution, assertiveness, clarity and light.  
 
The woman-sun shines in all her splendor. 
  
“A journey to our inner being is a journey to absolute aloneness. You cannot take 
anyone with you, you cannot share your center with anyone, not even with your lover.” 
                                                                                                                                Osho 
“Celebrate your aloneness, celebrate your pure space and a great melody will come out 
of your heart. It will be a melody of consciousness, of meditation.”  
                                                                                                                               Osho 
  
Woman – Ocean: Integration – Light 
  
You will have the opportunity to learn how to explore and bring balance to the male 
and female energies in order to find an integration and space beyond both and just 
relax into being. By understanding that being a woman is the gift we can surrender and 
relax in the strength of receptivity, vulnerability and devotion (space of love). By 
entering aloneness (space of meditation), we can find the strength of silence. In the 
melting of Sun and Moon energies, alone and in love in the silence of the ocean, the 
woman also disappears. 
  
No woman – no moon - No woman – no sun - the ocean 
  
“My whole life has been devoted to only one simple program, how to bring love and 
meditation together because only through that meeting a new humanity is possible and 
only in the meeting of love and meditation the duality of man and woman the inequality 
of man and woman disappears”. 
                                                                                                                               Osho 
“This is your nature, you can not do anything about it. As soon as you go inside yourself 
all connections with the outer world break, all the bridges, in fact, everybody 
disappears”.  
                                                                                                                               Osho 
  
  
                                                   
Module 2- TANTRA HEALING FOR WOMAN   
7 days – 7th to 14th July/18 
Fee: 999 Euros                                                 
  
And as woman's power comes from her shakti fire, her orgasmic nature, her heart and belly and 
her inner vision, we will provide a safe, caring, contained space to heal the belly, the heart, the 
intimacy and sex issues,  
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And since so many millions of women have not been respected individually and collectively 
throughout history, we carried an imprint or many which do not allow us to live our full sexuality, 
our full potential, our full power, our full love and simply prevents us from being free not only to 
live a free life in the marketplace asking for equal rights which is our birth right, but also prevent 
us from the ultimate freedom. Osho has being asked why there are not many women 
enlightened? 
  
We will use many different meditations, therapy devices and healing methods like transomatic 
dialogue and trauma resolution work, family constellation, hypnosis trances and women's specific 
tantric meditations to heal and be free of fear, the fear of being open, vulnerable, receptive, 
relax, in a let go and surrender... The fear of our wild nature as well as the fear of our sensitivity 
and beauty, the fear of melting, dissolving and disappearing in meditation as well as in love and 
creativity, the fear to jump into being the tantrica’s initiatrice of ancient times, or of being called 
a witch, a whore, when we unleash our unbelievable power of love....yes just simply the fear of 
our own unbelievable inner ocean of love, the fear of intimacy with men due to the fact that 
men throughout history have being themselves afraid of woman's shakti power sexual orgasmic 
multiple orgasmic capacity....and out of this fear has tried to overpower woman. Therefore has 
managed to dominate woman and run the show- until now because a tidal wave a tsunami of 
woman's true liberation movement is happening... 
  
Helas in a vain effort to be free we have become what Osho calls " a second rate men"  and 
behave often in a negative male way, we have misunderstood freedom with a reactionary 
misplaced and not true feminine power and behave like the men we do not respect ourselves. 
We have integrated the wrong image of an inner male, often present in our 
own family's or country's... Often conditioned by very old patriarchal belief systems. So we will 
need to change this false male identity inside, free ourselves from our own imprisonment, only 
then we will be released from the outer male dominance, it is not about the outer male, it is 
about integrating our own inner healthy male energy, and find a balance, a tao inner balance 
inside of both the inner male and inner female. 
  
The masters call it: "unio mystica" 
  
It is about an inner evolution which will create the conditions for a social freedom as well 
and ultimately for a freedom from the other, from the belief that without the other, i as a woman 
i am nobody in the eyes of the old paradigm, that i as a woman need a man to have 
an identity as a wife, mother, as before as a daughter and always I with a role in reference to a 
men, as if i am an appendix to a men, yes as the Christian god made me from the rib of a 
man...as woman then i have value only when i have a man in my life, when a man needs 
me...wants me... Desires me, when my body is apetecible, as if i am a piece of meat in the 
market...and as Osho says “Woman's greatest obstacle to freedom is " the need to be needed' 
Here is an opportunity to break the spell... Leave the chains of belief systems, and youp, fly 
free...because as a woman i can choose in equals rights as men... Because when men are not 
married no one makes a fuss or when they get old they do not loose appeal, perhaps on the 
contrary...i as a woman can wake up from the belief that a woman needs to be married and 
have children to be accepted and valued in society and not be regarded as 
someone estrange because she may choose to live alone. I as a woman, free of the 
old belief can choose lovers or beloveds according to the energy flow of my body and nobody 
else. Like woman did once upon a time in the time of the mother goddess or like the witches did 
in the middle ages, from which fact were punished because they knew not only the healing arts 
but the art of transforming sex energy into love and light therefore they were healers... And 
because of this female shakti iniciatrice power the priest became afraid to loose their so call 
power... The rest is history... No witch will be ever burnt again! Amen. 
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We will in these new spiraling circles encounter our ancient knowledge and use it for the well 
being of all and just simply for living a life full of health and joy, play and delight... 
  
In these circles we will support each other to return to our intrinsic feminine being by healing our 
hearts and belly's, emptying the mind with meditation, regaining innocence, returning to our 
intrinsic capacity for multiple orgasmic joy, alone in an inner circle of love and light alone or 
together with a partner who we consciously choose to be with to "fall in silence and rise in love." 
  
Woman- Seed: Wisdom- Gratitude- Let go 
  
In the women's circles the elders share from space of gained wisdom in the school of life. 
IT is an opportunity to demonstrate to the younger ones that growing old in the body is not a 
curse but a gift. We the elders have an opportunity to water the seed of each participant in the 
circle and ignite a fire. Woman in our mature age have been released from a biological bondage 
and are gifted with an amazing amount of energy free from biology. AND A WOMAN WHO HAS 
LIVED HER LOVE LIFE, HER ORGASMIC JOY GROWS IN LOVE, 
becomes mature, stays young in her heart and surrenders to the vulnerability of being a woman 
seed. In the courage of vulnerability, receiving and letting go with grace...planting the seed 
of trust. 
We begin to enter the the Mystic Woman Circle where the brum is passed on…. 
the spirling shakti vortex/ YAHOOOOO! 
  
  
  
Module 3- MYSTIC WOMAN SPIRALING CIRCLE   
7 days - 14 to 21 July/18 
Fee – 1111 Euros 
 
 
Here you can learn the basic subjects and the foundation work of a woman’s course. 
The healing practices and clearing devices to address woman’s beliefs systems and 
limitations and the knack of guiding the energy to the essential core 
 
 
Also in order to explore the qualities of the male and female energies and the 
integration of both, we will use the metaphors of: 
 
 
Woman-moon: receptivity-love 
Woman-sun: creativity-meditation 
Woman-ocean: integration –and beyond… 
  
Each woman will have the opportunity to learn and practice how to create and guide a 
circle where your role as a guide is more like a midwife encouraging the birth of the 
(“goddess”) -the new women- in each one. 
 
 
In this healing circle we learn how to use the healing power of woman’s intrinsic nature, 
and bring forwards the gifts that have being dormant, using them in a simple and 
playful way. 
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We will also explore and use the archetypes of the female psyche and move beyond, 
 
 
We bring the focus on meditation and learn also some specific meditations for women. 
  
In this training for women only you will learn how to move beyond being a woman into 
the celebration of being a new women according to Osho’s vision and ultimately just 
into being. 
You will learn how to create a woman’s circle for healing, meditation and celebration. 
  
A woman’s circle is a sacred and playful space where women can empower each other 
to flower in their uniqueness and encourage the birth of the new women. 
You will also learn how to offer a women to women open session related specifically to 
women’s issues. 
We support you to bring forwards your feminine gifts and create your own unique way 
of guiding a woman’s workplay (workshop). 
You will have the opportunity to learn how to explore and bring balance to the male 
and female energies in order to find an integration and space beyond both and just 
relax into being. 
We offer u and offer ourselves in this 21 days retreat a time to enjoy in the beautiful 
nature and energy of bali, nurture the body, open the heart, reconnect to our essential 
qualities and connect with woman from all over the world, in meditation and 
celebration and be transformed from a girl into a woman from a woman into a flower. 
  
  
  
  
  

“BE COURAGEOUS ENOUGH TO GROW INTO 
THE FLOWER YOU ARE MEANT TO BE” - Osho 

 
 
 
 

Contact for the workshop:  
 

ambu - ambu@devaambu.com 
Neha (Suhaali) – nehalohia@gmail.com / Ph or Watsapp: +91 9820039269 

Lotte – lotte@humanpublishing.com / Ph: +45 26 83 84 60 
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Meet your facilitator 

  
 
ambu  
Senior Psychologist ( U.C.L louvain- Belgique) International Facilitator., Mediator, 
Dancer, Gardner, Peregrine... living and working at Osho International meditation 
Resort in Poona/ India, since 41 years, participating in what Osho calls: "an experiment 
to provoke God", contributing to the Goddess movement & empowering woman with 
courses and training's all around the world. 
She has recently received " The Osho Institute for Women's Liberation" and is offering 
since many years Women's Retreats & Training's plus individual sessions.at the Osho 
Multiversity and around the world. 
She has being trained in Yoga, dance, mime and corporal expression in Paris where she 
lived and worked for 5 years before going to India in 77. 
She also facilitates Osho Meditative Therapies: Osho Mystic Rose, Osho Born- Again, 
Osho No- Mind and Osho Talking to the Body.  
As well as  courses for Body- Love, Chakra - Play, Meditation Retreats, Beyond Karma 
Intensives, Past Life Therapy, Beyond Family Constellation, Transomatic Dialog Therapy, 
Tao - Healing and Tantra -Zen. 
 
 

For more details on Ambu and her body of work, please visit her website:  
WWW.DEVAAMBU.COM 
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BENEFITS OF BOOKING OUR RETREAT NOW 

1. The most affordable airfare is generally available 6 months or more in advance of the 
event, save thousands of dollars by booking NOW instead of waiting until the event is 
closer. 

2. We have the best accommodation options and rooms reserved for you at The Grand 
Bali Nusa Dua and reservations will be on first come first serve basis, the rooms will be 
less and less available the longer you wait to book your accommodation.   

3. If you book early, you will receive a Discount on any additional days you stay at the 
property that precede or follow the event itself. Please join us for play and leisure time 
before or after the event! 

4. Book early and you’ll also receive discounted rates for further extra personal 
coaching with Ambu so after the completion of the 21 days each woman can leave with 
a clear guidance of what she needs to do and in general for women to have a solid 
foundation. Personal consultation with Ambu could include any of the Meditative 
sessions / readings that she offers: Sexual Healing, Family Constellation, Tarot Reading, 
and Individual guidance on Meditation Intensives etc.  
 

Course Fee Details & Inclusions:  
(Early Bird Tuition Available)  
  

• Week 1 Module 1 – 777 Euros 
• Week 2 Module 2 – 999 Euros 
• Week 3 Module 3 – 1111 Euros  
• Together for all 3 modules for entire 3 weeks – 2887 Euros**  
• (Special discounted price 2500 EUROS** for sign ups done before 

30th Apri l  2018 for f irst 21 ful l  program 21 day participants only)  
 
The above course fee includes complete tuition fee, mentoring and training by Ambu 
for the entire course duration and any material related to the course as required by the 
facilitator. 
 
A Certificate of honour will be awarded to all those completing the complete 21 day 
program by the Osho Institute of Women's Liberation for professional & personal 
usage.  
 
*NOTE: The course fee does not include lodging, airfare, transfers, spa treatments, 
optional activities, gratuities, meals, insurance, or any other expenses other than the 
course tuition fee. 
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Location and Accommodation Details: 

 
The retreat is scheduled to happen from 1 – 21 July 2018 in Bali at a  
5 star prime resort property – The Grand Bali Nusa Dua 

http://www.thegrandbali.com/  
 

 

LODGING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR EVERY BUDGET! 

 
Bali was recently picked as the world's favourite destination, as voted by travellers 
during TripAdvisor's Traveler's Choice Awards 2017 and knocking other long-time 
favourites like London and Paris from the number one spot. Bali is much more than great 
weather, pristine beaches, local flair, flower power, great cuisine, pampering resorts, lively 
festivals and warm hospitality. This Indonesian gem's unique attributes, from the 
contrast of its white-sand and black-sand beaches to the intoxicating mystique of its spiritual 
inhabitants, who religiously sprinkle flower petal offerings on pavements each morning. Bali  
embodies the ult imate forgotten paradise in more ways than one, it's that remote 
land full of exoticism, colour and pure, untouched nature at its best and rawest. Bali ,  is 
utter and sheer magic, oozing waves upon waves of feminine energies and it provides 
an extraordinary setting to all who are dedicated to spiritual transformation, personal 
development and awakening. The Grand Bali Nusa Dua is an ideal haven to escape, unwind 
and enjoy peace of mind. Traditional Balinese warmth combined with genuine service makes 
it an ideal choice for this retreat. Set in the exclusive enclave of Nusa Dua, the resort’s 
spacious and luxurious suites and pool villas are decorated in contemporary Balinese style 
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and fully-equipped with modern amenities for uncompromising comfort and are specially 
reserved for the participants of this workshop (*on sharing basis only*). 

 
STAY OPTIONS 
 
For 21-Day residential retreat stay option range from  
Euros 598  - 2028 with Stay + breakfast for 21 days  
Euros 1313 – 2738 with Stay + all meals for 21 days 
 
For 14-Day residential retreat stay options range from 
Euros 457 – 1358 with Stay + breakfast for 14 days 
Euros 933 – 1596 with Stay + all meals for 14 days 
 
For 7-Day residential retreat stay options range from 
Euros 201- 679 with Stay + breakfast for 7 days 
Euros 439 – 917 with Stay + all meals for 7 days 
 
For Daily extension during the residential retreat stay options range from  
Euro 40 – 120 with Stay + breakfast for 1 day  
Euro 90 – 162 with Stay + all meals for 1 day 
 
To see the entire rooming options chart, contact us and choose how you will like to 
stay.  
 
Note: Rates subject to change.  
 
1. A deposit of 500 Euros minimum needs to be paid to the hotel before April 30th to 
avail of the special rates and to ensure a room’s availability for you during the entire 
course duration. 
 
2. It is ideal to stay within the resort during the entire course duration as some of the 
workshop activities might happen early in the morning / late in the evening and also 
being in 1 common space helps hold and maintain the sacred space for all the 
participants while in the course.  
 
3. All reservations need to be done directly with the contact provided and the same will 
be informed to the hotel in advance to avoid disappointments.  
 
4. Kindly note the options offered for the 21-day retreat are of shared villas and suites, 
if you wish to have an individual room then kindly check with the contact for other room 
options.  
 
5. "Shared" does not mean if you come as a couple and share 1 bed.  "Shared" rooms 
are for people who come on their own and want to be paired with another student of 
the same gender in a room that has 2 or 3 or more beds.  Couples should select the 
non-shared options that have 1 bed.  
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6. If you are sharing a room and would like to request a particular roommate that you 
know is attending, please let the contact know of the same at the time of 
booking otherwise, you will be paired with someone of the same gender automatically.  
 
7. Airport Transfers can be arranged by the hotel upon making prior requests with the 
guest care at nominal rates.  
 
8. Special bonus additions from the hotel for the course participants   
* 20% discount on Spa 
* 10% discount on the Restaurant ala carte menu  
* Daily breakfast included in the room costs  
* Special all meals package at a highly discounted cost  
* Excursions and local sightseeing offers can be planned upon request 
* One way airport transfer 15 Euros and 25 Euros return  
  
Health and Insurance: 
In the unlikely event of problems requiring hospitalization, we strongly recommend that 
you take out travel insurance which includes health insurance. This should cover the cost 
of an emergency evacuation and repatriation to your home country. We are not 
responsible for expenses incurred as a result of health problems or from mishaps during 
the retreat.   
 

Accommodation Contact for this workshop: 
Name: Lotte 

Email: lotte@humanpublishing.com / Phone: +45 26 83 84 60 
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Make your deposit below now to secure your spot… our last 
retreat sold out months in advance! 

 
Tuit ion 

Early Bird by April 30, 2018: Euro 2,500 for 21 day retreat. Euro 387 off regular price. 

Regular Tuition from May 1, 2018 – $2,887 

Accommodation 

Early Bird special stay + meal packages book by April 30, 2018 (refer hotel rooming chart)  

Regular racks rates (which are higher) would apply from May 1, 2018  

Payment Schedule/Cancellation Policy 

• A non-refundable deposit of Euros 500 per person is due at the time of registration for 
Tuition fee. Balance is due on June 1, 2018 

• A minimum deposit of Euros 500 per person is due at the time of hotel reservation for 
room booking. 

• We can work with you on a payment plan if needed! 

Any cancellations received before April 30, 2018 will result in a loss of 50% of the total 
workshop cost. Any cancellations received after May 1, 2018 will result in a 100% loss of the 
total workshop cost. You may sell or transfer your registration to another woman (after a 
E150 admin fee), as long as she agrees to the payment schedule and cancellation policy. If 
you do so, please send us notice of your transfer and put her in contact with us. You may 
also transfer your deposit to another Womens workshop or program offered by ambu within 
one year of making your deposit (less a E150 admin fee). Please note that cancellations must 
be received in writing.  

Facil itator Cancellation: In the highly unlikely event that we must cancel the workshop, 
we reserve the right to cancel for any reason. If we determine that trip cancellation is 
necessary, we will refund your full payment. The refund of payments received shall release 
ambu and lotte, neha, and any of their staff or colleagues from any further liability. 

Other Cancellations: In circumstances where trip cancellation results from the inability of 
the trip to depart as scheduled, such as cancellations due to acts of war and/or terrorism, 
God, nature, or for any reason beyond control, ambu, and her team members are not liable 
for restitution. 

Travel Insurance and Trip Cancellation Insurance are strongly recommended 
to protect your investment in the event of an emergency.    

 


